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Chernobyl accident caused significant changes of life of population of Ukraine. These changes
show in disturbances of physical and mental state, social status of radiation-victims. Quantity of
diseases of heart-vessel, digestive, nervous, respiratory and others systems are increasing after
accident. Specific gravity of diseases of heart-vessel and digestive system among radiation-damaged
persons of Donetsk region was varying from 11 % (1991) to 15% (1996) in whole structure of morbidity.
Diseases of heart-vessel system conform to second part (30%) after traumas and other death by
violence in structure of causes of death. Among them mortality from acute myocardial infarction and
after-infarction fibroid heart in whole correspond to 15.6%. In different years after accident it was
varying from 14% in 1991 to 21% and 22% in 1995 and 1996. Middle age of deceased from given
diseases was varying from 41 years in 1991 to 53 years in 1995 and to 46 in 1996. Diagnosis of acute
failure heart-vessel (noninfarction origin) was determined radiation-victims from Donetsk region in
7.6%. It conformed to 13% in 1991 to 7% in 1995 and 4.6% in 1996 from the whole quantity of deceased
radiation-victims. Middle age of deceaseds with that diagnosis in those periods were 43, 48 and 45
years accordingly. It is necessary to mark chat alcoholic intoxication took place from 15 to 20% in death
from those diseases. Coronary atherosclerosis, fibroid heart of different degree, ischemic areas, areas
of hypertrophy and fragmentation of myocardiocytes were discovered in heart of sudden death
radiation-victims after pathomorphological investigations. Different stages of atherosclerosis are
discovered in vessels of brain also. Besides, occurrences of perivascular and pericellular swelling,
diapedetic little hemorrhage took place in tissue of brain. Disturbances of circulation in state of
swelling, plethora, hemorrhage in alveoles, epithalaxia of alveolocytes, epithelium of bronchial tubes
were founded in lungs. Occurrences of dystrophy, necrobiosis of hepatocytes, sclerosis of different
degree may be founded in liver. Dystrophic damages arise in ren. Similar and less pronounced changes
are also discovered after sudden death with alcoholic intoxication. They conform to pathomorphological
description of general somatic diseases of heart and vessels. Like this, morphological substrate of
sudden death of victims of Chernobyl accident consist of obvious damages of important organs of
life, what are similar to diseases of men who do not expose to rays. It determines a necessity of criteria
elaboration for diagnostic of radiation-induced sudden death with the purpose of improvement of
expert report of state of health of radiation-exposed persons and rise of quality of them treatment
during long time after radiation.
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